A new path to career discovery with USask

The University of Saskatchewan (USask) is among the few Canadian universities offering students new, exclusive one-hour webinars where students can explore the many inspiring pathways to their future careers. During the workshop:

- We will deliver a brief presentation.
- Students will receive a link to SparkPath to engage with digital “challenge cards” that represent many real-world problems to solve—along with careers that tackle those challenges.
- Students will rank the cards based on their interests, selecting their top three challenges.
- Students who complete the challenge exercise will receive a unique, personalized report providing career tips and identifying what they need to learn to solve those challenges.
- Based on students’ reports, we can share with them the multiple degree pathways available at USask that will help them solve the challenges they want to tackle. At USask, students can be what the world needs.

USASKSparks encourages students to:

- Think about solving real-world challenges
- Start planning for their careers early
- Pursue life-long learning
- Think locally and globally

Book a USASK Sparks workshop for your class today!

Contact Kathi Suderman, Coordinator of Student Recruitment, at kathi.suderman@usask.ca.